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Today I carry a review of a book that is postponed for a while but when I read it I loved it ❤ sureeveryone knew a series of shadow hunters books, or saw the film, or see a series (or like me: everything). Today it is almost impossible not to know one of the most famous and successful sagas. This book will be the doors to
a new trilogy that takes place 5 years after the last book in the main saga. Art Paper: Original Title: Dark Arts #1: Midnight Lady Author: Cassandra Clare Editing: Planet Books Seal: Gender Destination: Children and Young Literature Publishing Date: June 2016 Pages: 685 ISBN: 978-950-732-7 Summary: Five years
have passed since the end of the City of Heavenly Fire. The parents of shadow hunter Emma Carstairs have since killed their daughter and have not stopped looking for the culprit. She, along with her parapatai, Julian, begins to investigate a demonic plot that stretches through the most glamorous places: from Los
Angeles to the beaches of Santa Monica. Emma can't help but attract her to her partner, a relationship that is forbidden by the laws of the fishermen. An authentic box of surprises that connect plots, characters and their descendants' connections with their ancestors. Personal Opinion: Why I started reading this book is a
very simple thing, I love shadow hunters, And I love everything to do this great world that Cassandra Clare created. Cassie managed to keep taking out the books without any thoughts, and without a warm cut. It is well known that there is a world of shadow hunters left for several more years. The only thing I was afraid of
was that I hadn't liked it since Clare, Jays, Alec, Izzy, Simon and Magnus weren't going to go out that far, but on the other hand I was very excited to see how their lives lasted. Likewise all my doubts dissipated as soon as I started it, because it caught me from the first moment and I managed to move to Los Angeles with
our new heroes: Emma and Julian. Two have already appeared in the last book of Shadow Hunters (Heavenly City of Fire). In this last book Sebastian killed Emma's parents, or so it was said, since she never believed him. The circumstances of his death always left Emma with suspicion because he did not consider that
the death of his parents would frame other deaths from the Dark War. This way the book begins, and five years later she continues to sneak into the death of her parents, and she believes that the murders that occur have something to do with it, because she has the same signs as her parents when they found her. I say
in secret why after the dark war, that Hadas will help Sebastian there is a cold peace that Shadows help, speak or investigate the herd, and among these killings are so intuition that they, nor anyone else, can get in. But Emma isn't alone in this investigation. Julian, despite being the same age as Emma, had to grow up
and mature much more than anyone else as he had to kill his father five years ago because Sebastian turned him into a dark one, and then decided that he would not allow his family to be separated, as his older brother (Mark) had been taken by wild Hunt when he discovered he was half-fairy, just like her other older
sister (Helen) who is locked up elsewhere. Julian became the father of his younger brothers: Ty, Drew, Taffy, and Levi. Julian is one of his favorite characters, a love person, a charming and powerful, and he had to make a lot of sacrifices in his life  continue with the help of Emma, we also have Christina, a Mexican
hunter who has already turned 18 and spends her year of exchange at the Los Angeles Institute. They both become good friends and never hesitate to be together when they need them. Above all younger brothers can just say that they are all charmed, each has a special quality that stands out. They are smart, good,
they really want to be part of the work, and they are all great help to research. Another interesting character is Malcolm, the region's witch. He's very funny. It is muuyy different from Magnus, although it does not lose interesting, but equally no one compares to our favorite magician ❤ move to another theme,
NARRATION is, as in all books of Cassandra, perfect. This is a book that reaches almost 700 pages but doesn't feel at all. It should also be taken into account that this is the first book of the trilogy so it is a little preliminary at first, and perhaps for some it to be heavy, but if you think about reading is because you have
already read others (or at least the main saga) this means that you already know from back and forth the world of shadow hunters and you won't find it difficult, since one knows how to move or how the relationships between them. Very quick to read, I was not disappointed by a book written by Cassandra or that I
collaborated with him. It's always hooks you from the beginning and keeps you obsessed all the time to figure out what's going on, plus he knows how to make good turns to stories, without being silly or predictable. About the final you can say That I did not expect it to nadaaaa, a little that my sister had thrown me a
comment That something that certainly happened (it hasn't been read yet) was like: No, you don't know anything!. Obviously he was right, so maybe some people, if they were more insightful like my sister, realized, I don't  but if someone wants to be smart, even if I haven't read it, don't let him, because in the end he
made me semi-spoiler without knowing it. Well, that's what it was, I hope if you haven't read it you'll be encouraged to do it, it's 5 out of 5 this book ❤ so I hope you've liked it, and we read in the next one, xoxo. Title: Midnight Lady. Shadow Hunters Renaissance Author: Cassandra Clare Release Date: 2016 Pages: 688
ISBN: 978-607-07-3502-8 Code: 10161497 Presentation: Rustic with Lapels Collection: Children and Young Editing: Fateful Passion, Glamour and Demonic Creatures in the long-awaited new Renaissance trilogy of the Shadow Hunters Saga. Renaissance Summary: A new series of shadow hunters epic that will reveal
the mysterious mysteries of a universe full of dark objects and eternal emotions. It has been five years since the end of the City of Heavenly Fire and the parents of shadow hunter Emma Carstairs have been killed and since then their daughter has not stopped looking for the culprit. She, along with her parapatai, Julian,
begins to investigate a demonic plot that stretches through the most glamorous places: from Los Angeles to the beaches of Santa Monica..., a plot in which a fascinating magician, Malcolm, who strives to restore Annabelle, his beloved dead. Moreover, Emma cannot avoid the very powerful attraction she feels for her
partner, a relationship that the laws of hunters forbid. An authentic box of surprises that connect plots and characters and reveals grandchildren's contacts with their ancestors. Rise dead and return lost. It's time. Download the first chapter. •Ladi Midnight &lt;– Title: Dark Arts #1: Midnight Lady Author: Cassandra Clare
Genre: Young Adults, Urban Fantasy My Rating: 4/5 (simply because he didn't catch me until Chapter 5) it's five years since The Dark War and over five years Emma Carstairs has sought those who killed her parents. Five years and now the bodies of human beings and mothers turn to murder in the same way as her
parents. An unstable alliance is formed between the Los Angeles Shadowhunters and The Fair Folk, and Mark Blackthorn, having been held prisoner by faerie courts for countless years, returned to assist in their investigation. Julian Blackthorn, Papatay Emma, holds many secrets of his own close to his heart. He is not
comfortable with the return of his brothers after all these years. Is Mark going to stay or is he going to go? Will Emma find out what he's been hiding from her all these years? As Emma reveals more secrets and reveals more clues, the truth Come to the surface. Who really killed her parents? What's Julian hiding? And
why does barbatai prevent him from falling in love? Spoilers if you haven't read The City of Heavenly Fire or Tales from Shadowhunter Academy. I'll admit, it took me a few semesters to get into this class. The apparent lack of Heronals may have something to do with it, and you're still attached to all the characters from
The Mortal Instruments and infernal devices. But, in chapter five, it happened! I've been officially hooked up with blackthorns being tortured like the Herondale. Nwo! There's some serious gloom going on there! And Emma, it's just as bad. Mortal machines showed us what the Parapatai Bond was through the friendship of
Jassie and Alec. Infernal devices showed us what happened when you lost your parapatai through Will and Jim. And now, with Julian and Emma in The Dark Art, we are set to show why Parapatai is forbidden to fall in love, a face that has been further enhanced, and again through The Books of Clare Shadowhunter. I
have my own theories about why barbatai are forbidden to fall in love, and it has nothing to do with what Clough claims. But I will keep this for another day and it is very clear, even on the way back in the city of heavenly fire that Julian was in love with Emma, and if you read tales from Acadamy Shadowhunter, you can
say that he regrets becoming a parapatai almost immediately! So when Lady Meden picks up Julian Blackthorn, he's been dealing with these forbidden feelings for many years at the head of raising his four younger siblings since he was 12. Like I said, a man needs a hug or a million. When you love someone, it becomes
a part of who you are. They're in everything you do, they're in the air breathing, the water you drink and the blood in your veins. The touch on stays on your skin and their voice stays in your ears and their thoughts remain in your mind. You know their dreams because their nightmares penetrate your heart and their good
dreams are yourdreams too. And you don't think it's perfect, but you know its flaws, the truth of its depths, the shadows of all its secrets, and it doesn't scare you away. In fact you love them more for it, because you don't want perfection. You want them to want - he broke up afterwards, as if he realized that everyone was
looking at him again. Do you want what? Drew said with enormous eyes. Nothing, Julian said. I'm just talking. - Cassandra Clare, then midnight lady there is Mark Blackthorne, Julian's older brother who was left to be hunted wild by Clave (seriously hate Clough), after the dark war. Now, Mark is back and Find where it
fits. Some hugs are here for Mark too, please. It is a place of beauty and terror beyond what can be imagined here. I rode with hunting. I have carved a clear path of freedom among the stars and have overtaken the wind and now I have been asked to walk on earth again. – Mark Blackthorne - Cassandra Clare, Midnight
Lady and Emma? She's hell bent on revenge for the death of her parents five years ago that she is completely oblivious to Julian's true feelings. No, Emma, running parapati isn't supposed to do that! And Cassandra, are you sure she's a Carstairs? She behaves like (Herondell) to me our cameos of all our favorites. Of
course, Magnus is there (he's everywhere!), theres a flash and you miss that cameo from Jim and Tessa in the very first chapter, simon mentioned, as well as his old band, called Mortal Instruments! A vampire wearing their shirt! And Clare and Gus make an appearance too. Another thing was a bit strange, (cool, but
weird) to me is the fact that Shadowhunters la was a computer! And they can drive! And watch TV and read worldly books! Strange, weird, weird. I wonder if the Clough knows the New York branch seemed far from the worldly world and this end! Why didn't I wait until they were all released and then read! Didn't!? Emma..
she... they... Hey, I'm in a lot of agony now! Midnight Lady, I feel, like Claire's earlier novels, going to kill me. You can follow me @ Facebook , Twitter and sometimes on Tumblr or check out my website , I also on Goodreads and Instagram
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